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Seller Image OF TRENCH CELMA ALEX Published by Active Company ISBN 10: 8495787911 ISBN 13: 9788495787910 New quantity available: 4 Seller: Libros del Mundo (Aventura, FL, USA) Seller Rating Rating: Book description Active Company. Ver description. Status: New. Envios a todo el mundo por DHL from
different locations con tracking/seguimiento. 100% guarantee. Consult for the libros that are to be achieved. Seller Inventory # Home014850 More information about this seller | Contact this seller ←Previous 1 2 3 ... 6 Then→ Visit the help section or contact us Editorial: EMPRESA ACTIVAEncuadernación: Tapa blanda
Showing 1-30 Start your review of La brújula interiors August 26, 2018 S. Barberá has judged that he really likes Los libros Alex Rovira put on a special aura. The reader adds to this brilliant author's flaw in deep reflections on life. What's wrong? Why hay so much gente feliz? Why so enferman? What happens cuando
dejamos de escucharnos nosotros mismos? How can we restore ese diálogo y aprender luchar por nuestros sueños? Trench stops sombrero. Self-help is an unsightly tailor's drawer and, dined, undermined. And I'm not surprised. There are librettos that harm people who are disoriented and with some emotional or
psychological vulnerability with their fantasies, with a decree of positive and quick, simple and universal answers. But that's not the case, far away. Alex Rovira manages, with his prose, to talk to you from the heart and, thanks to his proximity to the epistolary genre, with the tone to make self-help an unsightly tailor's
drawer and, sober, undermined. And I'm not surprised. There are librettos that harm people who are disoriented and with some emotional or psychological vulnerability with their fantasies, with a decree of positive and quick, simple and universal answers. But that's not the case, far away. Àlex Rovira manages, with his
prose, to talk to you from the heart and, thanks to its proximity to the epistolary genre, with a tone that a good friend would do. Tactfulness and tenderness gives us valuable clues to the search for a full and meaningful life, which always dwells within itself, without formulas or recipes, available only through the wisdom of
silecia, listening to our own voice and the attention of the inner child. Fortunately, there are writers of great erudition who, skillfully, communicate a deep knowledge and useful experience distilled over the years, in walnut and without snobbish pirouettes or opaque languages. Thank you, Alex. ... More October 31, 2014
Carlos Reyes rated that he really likes Excellent is a book of motivation that encourages you to take timón TU vision, despise de todos los paradigmas prejudices that since young times people have placed us in the subconscious. Recommended, it has beautiful text quotes. On April 18, 2018 The Countess rated him to
like I find it very original that it was written in the form of a letter and that these letters addressed to his boss is a brilliant detail of the author. I'm in love with famous quotes and this book has many. On the other hand, the language and the examples it gives are very simple, easy to understand, a good book to stop and
think about. On March 08, 2019, Leidy judged that he really liked Pleasant Reading for breaking paradigms, prohibitions and any guilt found in life. Learn about your calling, your work, longings, and desires, and stand up if yours or just decisions are made by pressure, fear, or rejection; leads you to raise the reasons for
your feelings or concerns. Written as letters, various issues concerning the world of personal development are developing. The title is not random, internal compass. The compass gives instructions, but never tells you where to go (hence the inside). More information and reviews: written as letters, various issues
concerning the world of personal development are developing. The title is not random, internal compass. The compass gives instructions, but never tells you where to go (hence the inside). More information and review: ... More March 19, 2017 Jorge Criado judged that it was ok self-help book from which it is true that I
expected much more. It's a shame, because there are some interesting points. But it corrupts him with quotes from various authors put up as if they were something undeniable, too much in my opinion, and with certain approaches that, at least from what I understand, are not accurate at all. March 27, 2020 Iolanda
Rabascall judged that he really liked It For Personal Circumstances, I had to reread this book. Well-written, well-organized. It helps to think of yourself, to look for exits when we don't see a way out. Help, yes, I think so. Flor rated him as liking Jun 07, 2015 Pablo Iglesias rated him to really like November 09, 2015
Gonzalo rated him really loved August 06, 2012 Ruben Gonzalez rated that he really likes Jan 19, 2017 David Zea rated him amazing April 16, 2020 Ruben Celada rated that he really likes February 12, 2020 Welcome « Therapeutic ideal is cured in session; the ideal when writing is to heal in a book.    Stephen B.
Karpman, Ph.D.    This book is the result of a journey, a process that led me to take pen and paper as self-therapy tools over a period of about seven years.    In the process, I wrote down a series of reflections that between spring and autumn 2002. and even the poems of the authors who have influenced me the most
throughout my life. So this book was written for me: it was and is letters to me.    With the immense privilege of editing and being able to share these letters, I cannot and do not want to help you, but I do not want to express to you what my wish is: that the words you will find from now on invite you to think, feel, stop on
the road and find, review or confirm the course of your life.    This book is written for those intelligent seekers and disgruntled people who, day after day, amplify the light of the path they walk. For those who, like the knight of rusty fable armor, have let go or are on their way to unleashing a rigid shell of ancient ideas and
crystallized attitudes and are willing to undertake a work to help them free themselves from fears, prejudices, anxieties, that-you-want-you-can't, doubts and internal and external qualms.    And above all, for those who yearn to give direction and meaning to their lives.    In his time, José Luis Sampedro said: The art of
living is becoming one. I, like everyone else, have a duty to be myself. But I'm nobody without the others. To make our lives, knowing how to be with others: it is probably the ultimate meaning of life and the fate of every good direction.    For you, you feel that there is a different way of life and that you want to find the right
direction of your life.    Notes to this new extended and revised edition It has been two years since the advent of the Inner Compass and many readers from different countries have read the book. This new edition incorporated an unpublished letter that until now has only been available online – Charter 11a. As well as
some changes in the first edition.    In addition, the book adds the most selfless gifts, a jewel of invaluable value: a letter from Alexander Jodorowski.    With the desire to make the book the friend you want to be, to receive, my warmest greeting and gratitude.    Alex RoviraPrologue: The function of chlorophyll books
LGUNOS books help us to feel, breathe, to be more and better who aspires to be. Some books are meant for us to be friends.    The inner compass, by Alexa Rovire, is a work that helps show the path everyone deserves. Its ecosystem is chlorophyll: it cleans the air around us and makes it airy.    Píndaro said in his
glorious maxim: He becomes who you are. Alex wrote instructions with his soul, as if he had received a commission from Rogue himself, to help us think and feel better.    The truth is that this book At the very least, two huge fortunes: one, its purpose, its message, its choice, which is nothing more than to help us be
happy to be good people, to be good professionals, to be good citizens. To be, instead of believing it to be.    The second, less visible, but not the smallest: discovering the guy who ends up being your friend: Alex Rovira, a young man whose intelligence and power shake hands with unusual tenderness and analytical
ability. The book and the person go together, and very hand in hand, because they practiced the way together. The book was made inside a man who one day, sitting in front of a computer, began to put, word for word, everything that was part of his belief.    The result may not be more noticeable. Because the inner
compass is a map to find a way out of the closed alleys where so many people are. It is a work that achieves immediate accessory, written in a tone close, always close to depth.    It passes easily and leaves its mark, because it is like its author: power, essence, tenderness, enthusiasm and beauty. Alex's soul shines in
this work. It's a book that can be read in a bit of outside light because it's already coming out of its pages.    The reader leaves the play differently, because there are no longer excuses to stop being what he is invited to be.    Jora NadalCart Alexander Jodorowski Sage must speak, not to say, but lead others to find. Man's
destiny is to create oneself.    Eliphas Lévi, a ritual of high magic when I fled Mexico, taking in the trunk of a car all the material from my film La Montaña Sagrada, (the authorities threatened to burn the negatives if I did not agree to cut more than 40% of the images), and I took refuge in New York - where I did the
montage - I began, out of anxiety, every night to sweat in such a way that I soaked in about eight T-shirts. That's what stopped me from sleeping... A friend gave me the address of a doctor in Chinatown. He was a sage who practiced not only medicine, but also music, poetry and martial arts. Your consultation was free of
charge... I sat in front of him, watched me for a long time with his ripped-out eyes and suddenly asked me: What is your purpose in life? ... I was surprised. I'm not here to have a philosophical conversation. I'm here to be cured of this relentless sweating. The old man insisted, If you have no purpose in life, I can't cure
you. There was such clarity, such kindness, such a departure in this being, that I was on the ads Internal Compass Weight:4.19Mb Format:txt, pdf, ePub Miguel Angel Aispuro Ramirez Pet 05 - Five again on Kirrin island Enid Blyton Raquel Arias Gustave le Rouge Michael Weaver Mad of terror Ada Coretti Stephen King
Does not say whether whenever you want to say no to Herbert Fensterheim, Jean Baer Patrick Modiano Strange journey dr. Main George H. White White
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